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Technology Thrives As Production Fluctuates In The New Normal
8.2 Software Release
We are excited to announce
our 8.2 software release!
Watch
for
detailed
information about this
release on our website, but
some highlights include:
Plug & Play integration
features (easier installation
including
self-installation
options),
making
our
software easier to use, 8
programmable I/Os that are
some of the best in terms of
flexibility, Start-up mode
(scrap reduction, added
safety, easier start-up), and
setup
and
navigation
improvements. Stay tuned
for more information!

During these trying times, iMFLUX is seeing an urgency in customers looking to drive part cost
reductions due to lower production requirements. In order to effectively compete, they are
looking to lower costs while increasing part quality and enabling sustainability goals. As
customers look for technologies to help, they are finding the OEE improvement benefits that
iMFLUX provides are bringing value. This has been extremely evident in Europe where iMFLUX
has seen a large uptick in orders and has staffed both on the ground and remote capabilities to
handle installation requirements.

Click here to
register for
Women
Breaking the
Mold

YES, WE’RE OPEN!
Trial your material, demo
your mold…. Our Innovation
and Eduction Center is
OPEN, whether you desire a
remote
or
in-person
experience.
Don’t
let
working from home or the
inability to travel stop you!
Call today to schedule your
trial or demonstration!

Growth in New Markets!
iMFLUX has expanded the customer base for our Mold Design and Innovation Center into
the medical diagnostic market with the exploding testing needs from Covid-19. It started
with the efforts from our parent, Procter & Gamble Company, and their initiative “Force For
Good” which included donations of many company capabilities to meet the quick increase
in demand for the medical market. At iMFLUX, our technical expertise and resources in
part design and tooling were deployed against Covid swab design and build needs.
Through these initiatives, iMFLUX has broadened our customer network through
partnering with universities, molders that were venturing into the space, and brand owners
that are new entrants into this market. The experience from executing P&G packaging
qualification protocols and building high speed/high cavitation molds has positioned
iMFLUX well against the medical molding capacity needs and stringent qualification
requirements. The result is a significant new stream of repeat business for our Mold
Design and Innovation Center that we will continue to build upon.

